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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the effective sources of information on nuclear
quark-par ton structure function is the study of the limited
fragmentation of nuclei into the fast particles. As the most
typical of such processes, apparently the cumulative particle
production should be regarded.

Let us consider the reaction
a+A—> C+X (1)

where C i s a cumulative particle that i s the fragment of nuclear
matter. To obtain the structure function c" fragmentating system
(nucleus or fits part) the invariant cross sect ion f of process
(1), according Cl], can be presented in the general form as

E dto
c oCGtx) (2)

c

where G(a,p±) is a structure function of the fragmentator, a is
the ratio of quark longitudual momentum to the average momentum of
nucleon in nuclei, in the infinite momentum frame, px is a quark
transverse momentum, c - is the cross section of the process,
where quark - spectator (or product of its hadronization) avoids
secondary interaction [1]. Assume, that quark hadronization is
"soft" and momentum distribution of registered hadron coincides
with spectator quarks' one. In this case the quantity C which
characterizes the quark fragmentation, can be considered as a
constant, and the parameter a is equal to a - ( S - p co&)M and
P± - P air&, where S, p and $ - are the energy, momentum and angle
of registered hadron in the laboratory frame, m - is the mass of
nucleon.

The most of the experimental data on the cumulative particle
production by hadrons were analyzed to obtain the parameters of
the ot-distribution of G(a,Px) function. In [2] a compilation of
existing data is presented, which shows that G((*,P±) function
depends on a exponentially:

with average value of parameter a = 0-14. This is in good
O

agreanent TTith a , abtained from the fJ-WBaan deep inelastic
o



scattering on a2C at E - 200 GeV and Q2 > 5 (GeV/cf T3].

The dependence of nuclear structure functions on transverse

momentum in hadroproduction of cumulative particle were studied in

[4,5,6]. It was shown, that invariant cross section of cumulative

n -meson production f (x^Pj^ And therefore structure function

Gn(x,PxX. is factorized into the two functions depending of x and

Px. In [6] such a factorization was not obtained for the

cumulative protons.

Nuclear structure function in the cumulative particle

photoproduction was investigated in [7,8,9] for the secondary

protons only. It have been shown that: i) structure functions, as

a function of at at constant ij_, can be fitted by the exponents (3)

with a = 0J.35± 0.015, that is in good agreement with a in the
o o

hadroproduction, and ii) the invariant cross section can be
factorized, fJ1**?!.) = fxpfaJfzP

(Pi.^ w i b h t h e accuracy
approximatly 40%. In addition, i t had been shown [8], that there
is an enhancement of high momentum part in « -distribution for
heavy nuclei, that was well described in multiquark bag model [9].

The data on cumulative n-meson photoproduction (10413 have

not been used to obtain nuclear structure functions. Meanwhile,

such an analysis Is desirable, since in contrast to that of the

cumulative protons, in this case the contribution of the final

state interactici is sufficiently smaller (there are no

preexisting rc-mesons in nucleus).

In thia work the experimental results on n -meson

ptotoproduction at C nucleus [10, 11] are analyzed to obtain

information on the nuclear structure function.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Reaction (1) for inclusive n -meson production on C was

investigated at E™ax = 4.5 GeV bremsstrahlung photon beam of

Yerevan synchrotron with the "Deutron" set-up [12]. The secondary

" -meson spectra were measured in the kinetic energy range Tn = 0.2

* L2 GeV at the registration nngles ©n - 20° * 120°. In Fig. 1



the obtained two-disensianal (T^,^) distribution is shown. To

obtain the corresponding (<x,Pj) distribution (where at - cfl^j9\

and PL = PJTn^nllk the full surface in (Tn, \ ) phase apace is

used (FlgJ.), that agteuo with the experikaental data in the aaost

perfect way (the Method of •tataal squares m * used). Bxistence of

aoch a surface nlhmmi to find oat the point* in the

no pfM̂ iiVinTiifcLpc in "the

E^kBi^B^^BBb ^E ^ _ ^ ^Bv^BBL^Bk ^^kBb^BBBBMBBt^^k^^^^^Bfc •& ^BBB dBBBBBBBBBBk.MBBBBW^BBBi ^wJ^^B^^Aflb. >«BIBBBBB^B|^^_—HHjBH___HJ^kFfl___^^pal_E _ H ^ ^ A _ _ ^g^^^BF ^^BkgM^^av ^^k ^^^k^^H^BW

ace, LJB. UMB itm face i s BBDOIB. xne prjawwnEajstflK ox oMUfc not

the fixed ex values are

i n

of photopion invariant ycdnw at

For a faetoriasd invariant veld

non-parallelitF of corves in Fifr2 i s well Hlostrated in F!g*3,

where the i^-dependsnoes of tJie ratio ^^,/^1/^f"^)^ are shown.

The f^frjO) functions ware- nhtafawMJ far extrapolation of tike carves
FT

in fig. 2 into the point Pj_ - 0.

For the quantitative estnwxtions of the paralleiity of i^

dependences, ije. of factorization of f (c*%Pt), "—qtiiy they are

by the exponential functions

In practice, the pj_ dependences of f^^P^J ht ti*e whole

of P;_ variation can be described not by oneT but by several

asponenta, each of which is valid in the different parts of Px

variation range. Due to this, the i HMPII hawiil wl data in Fig. 2

ware fitted *** * 'M<liim K4I in two wayst using one flapponent for the

whole range of ??_ variation mtd fry two cjnjoninitii in two equal

j>i ?,_ .. in Fls.4 the dependences of tike .MIIIBMIII HI

as a function at * for ail the ibiee cases are IIIMIIWI (the

by 2 corresponds to the f it by tike

As -one can see* the <p>> increases %nou0i ratnei*

<5i£tt|itly) with x in all tia*ee cases. Hie ssae rise in observed fan*



the cumulative photoprotons that i s i l lustrated in Fig.5, where
the dependences of <pj_> o n a~B for protons (o,») and n -mesons
(A,A) are presented. The use of a-B, where B i s a baryonic number
of cumulative particle instead of a, i s explained in [4] by the
existence of preexisting baryon (proton) in nuclei. The data in
Fig.5 show that <Pj_> i) are similar for protons and n-mesons, and
ii) varies only almost 35X (in interval of <p^=0.25 •*• 0.35 GeV/c)
at changing of a from 1 t o 2,5.

The dependence of photopion's invariant cross sect ions on o
at fixed P± may be f i t t ed a lso by the exponent e~a /a°_ These
dependences are shown in Fig.6. If parameter a i s varied with P,,
one can s t a t e about violation of factorization of the function
fn(<*pP±X The Px-dependence of parameter « o , obtained a t the range
of ot-B=0.&*-2.5 i s presented in Fig.7. A relat ively small (about
35*40%) r i se i s evident for both a" and e£ in the P,_=0+1.2 GeV/c
intervaL The presented re su l t s essent ial ly differ from those
obtained in hadroproduction [61. This i s clearly i l lustrated in
Fig.5, where, alongside with the photoproduction data, the <p±>
dependences for cumulative n -mesons and protons produced by
primary protons with momentum 10 Gev/c, are displaied. These data
were extracted from [61 In the hadroproduction case <p^> changes

by several times (c< n>are with 30X-40% in the case of
photoproductionX It should be pointed rut , that th is difference
will increase, if instead of c* the Stavinsky variable X (as in

[6]) will be used, because Jf., > a.

3. THI? DATA DISCUSSION

The problem of nuclear structure function dependence on p x

in cumulative particle production was theoretically tudied' in

In [13] the problem of cumulative particle production on the
internuclear multiquark configurations was discussed.
Contributions of spectator mechanism, direct knockout and final
s t a t e rescattering of primaries of cumulative particles were
disscu8sed. For the invariant yeld of cumulative particle the

6



expression

N a a

f(«,Px) = e .< .̂exp(-aP*/ocin>Kx.exp(-bPx)) (5)

(a an+ a)*

was obtained, where paraneter ft determines the contribution of

spectator mechanism, whiLe a/am is the slope paraneter of
O

Px-distribution for the spectator mechanism, b is the sane for

direct and' secondary processes; m is the mast* of nucleon in case
o

of cumulative protons, and sane characteristic mass in case of

pions (which does not coincide certainly with the pion mass).

At PL-0 expession (5) becomes to the almost exponential a

dependence:
f(o.,Px=0) - exp(-a a ) (6)

Usi ig (6) the value of a can be obtained. For the T-meson and

proton photoproduction (see Fig.7) a*=0.125± 0.005 and

o£=0Jl±0.005, consequently a^l/o^sBtO.3 and a =l/o£=9J+0.4. For

the hadropruduction the value a=7 was found in [131.

The mechanism of cumulative particle production, based on the

colour interactions of incident : •articles with the multiquark

internuclear configurations, was discussed in fl43- The existence

of cumulative particle transverse momentum is completely

determined by the quark transverse momentum in maltiquark

clusters. The linear dependence of <p±> on o is expected with a

twice higher slop for cumulative n -mesons, than for protons. In

[143 the comparison of theoretical result with experimental one

[6] shows quite satisfactory agreement.

The a-dependence of <Pj_>, obtained from our experimental data

of photoproduction of cumulative protons and n -mesons (Fig.5),

show that these dependences also are almost lineary, but much more

week than predicted in [13,14] and measured in [6]. Moreover,

dependences on oc~i? for protons and n -mesons practicaley are the

In the franr"vork of theoretical approaches discussed in [13J

and [14] these differences can be explained by the different

influences of d'iferent mechanisms in the two types of

interacticaf). \* v.. \ be proposed that these differences between



photo- and hadroproduction are connected with limitation in phase

space due to the small average energy of bremsstrahlung photon

beam. However, the full experimental data, obtained up to now,

indicate that main regulation of cumulative particle production is

invariant with respect to the type and energy of primary

particles. In particular, the slops TQ of kinetic energy spectra

do not depend on primary energies at EQ>O.G GeV [15*19].

Apparently, the experimental dependence <Pj_> on a in the

photoproduction of cumulative particle requires the improvement of

theoretical approaches.

In conclusion the authors would like to express their

gratitude to the colleagues at Pnotonuclear Laboratory of Yerevan

Physics Institute for the assistance in measurements and data

handling as well as for the useful discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG-1- Two-dimensional d i s t r i b u t i o n s - o f invariant yeald

fn(Tn,&n) o f photopions . The s u r f a c e was c o n s t r u c t e d through

t h e experimental p o i n t s us ing t h e method of minimal squares

by the power polynome on t h e v a r i a b l e s T and &n . The e r r o r

bars of experimental points are statistical.

FIG.2. P\ dependences of photopion invariant yealds at the

fixed values of <*. l-a=0.4; 2- 0.6; 3- ©JB; 4- 1.0; 5- L4;

6- 1.8; 7- 2.2; 8- 2.5 . The calculation error bars are

shown.

FIG.3. p\ dependence of ratio i?a(Pl)=f„**•/! Vfn<<»,0) for the

fixed a. The values f (o,0) were obtained toy extrapolation of

the curves in Fig. 2 into the points P± - 0.

FIG.4. Dependence of parameter <Pj_> on <* (see (4)). The lower

(3) and upper (1) dependences correspond the regions

PL=0-=-0.6 and Pj^O.Gt-UZ , respecivaly, the middle one

corresponds to the whole region of PL=0.-rL2 .

FIG. 5. Dependence of parameter <P±> (for protons - (n,») and

for n -mesons - (A,A) ) on a-B, where B is a baryonic

number. For n-aesons B =0, while for protons B =1. The light

simbols correspond to the primary proton* [61, the dark ones

are the results of this work. Shaded lines (1- for piona and

2- protons) coresponds to the fremwork of 114],

FIG.6. a dependence of invariant yeald f_(P'»/xJ * o r t n e fixed

values of Px and/or &z (1 - PL=0-» 2 " p\rOA* 3 ~ P±~0&,

4 - PL=1.2, 5 - en=60°, 6 - #n=90°, 7 - ©n=120°). The lines

are drawn through the points using the method of minimal

squares.

FIG. 7. Pj_ dependence of parameter a for protons (1) and

n-mesons (2).
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